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►   Beginning of journey    
►15th December 2005
►National ICT Award 

►Content user to Content Developer
►National Awards To Teacher

►As Academic Resource Person (ARP) 
►  





► No knowledge of ICT Devices and tools till 2010 
► Desktop was provided to my school ,but I could 

not operate it ,I called a person who was a bit 
aware of computer ,I learnt to switch it on .

► I along with my students started to explore in it 
,Difficulty level was same ,therefore learning was 
better .



► I started with PowerPoint ,Excel,  word in 
beginning .

►My officers visited to my school and were 
impressed with my efforts and provided 
me a net setter 

►Now I started browsing internet ,I found so 
many useful contents for my students , 
started to download them using YOUTUBE 
downloader



►As we know that I.C.T. includes 
Information, Communication and 
Technology .

►  Started to collect information from Google, 
NROER and YouTube . 

►Meanwhile I got a chance to visit N.C.E.R.T
   in a training Programme ,and that was the 
turning time of my career .     



►  I got a chance  to know about ICT tools 
during training sessions in C.I.E.T. 

►  Visited science and mathematics 
department ,where I learnt about joyful 
learning .

► I started using this experience in teaching 
learning process .     





►  Received National ICT Awards in 2015 .
►Got a laptop ,software ,hardware and 

educational C.D.
►Now more information ,communication 

tool and technology was available resulting 
in better results .       



►  Source of information –websites ,NROER, 
Bodhaguru , make me genius , 
arvindtoys.com 

► Software –seterra , geogebra etc. 
► Started  to develop e –contents using these 

software



Use of portals ,apps  is better than direct Exposure to Google 





          Content user -----Content Developer 
► E book development 
► Geometrical constructions using 

Robocompas ,Geogebra 
► E –contents (Sign language) for S.C.E.R.T.
► E –contents for NMMSE 
► H5p quiz for class 6,7,8 (2000 questions )



                                 Geogebra –Free /Open Source 



                                 Robocompass 



                                                           h5p 
https://h5p.org/user/265223/mycontent

https://h5p.org/user/265223/mycontent


                                                           Science Teaching  

 



                       Low Cost Teaching Material   

 













As Academic Resource Person (A.R.P) 

► 2 schools per day (Supportive supervision )
► Support to teachers as per need 
► Teachers training 
► Science Labs in 40 upper primary schools
► Science toys in a bag 
► I start my show wherever I get children
► Preparation Of National Means Cum Merit Scholarship  



As Academic Resource Person (A.R.P) 







Supportive Supervision 
► ICT tools ,software 

► Prerna  portal ,N.R.O.E.R , Websites 

► Quiz 

► E-content development 


